
Calling all Sport Stackers!!!  PK-8th Grades 
Every Monday right after school to 3:40pm  

 

It is time to pull out our speed stacking cups and start practicing as we begin a new year in Club 
Sport Stack!  We will be on the move this year as we not only learn how to stack the cups as quickly 

as possible but also use our mind and body to develop strength, agility and coordination.   
 

Cups and accessories are available for purchase upon sign-up and will be used every Monday.  
Check out www.speedstacks.com and www.thewssa.com for insight to the dynamic sport. 

 

If you have any questions, please contact Dawn Swartz at dawn.swartz@gls-hsv.org.   

History of Cup Stacking 
 

While working for the Boys and Girls Club of Oceanside, California in 1981, Wayne Godinet 
came up with the idea for sport stacking. When the children he was working with were tired of 
playing traditional sports, he took paper cups and asked them to stack the cups as fast as they 
can. The sport was well received, so Godinet decided to acquire plastic cups to be used by his 
club. He quickly discovered that his new plastic cups would stick together, so Godinet modified 
the cups by adding a hole to the bottom of the cups. He formed his own company, Karango 
Cupstack Co., which manufactured and distributed these modified cups in a variety of colors. 
By the end of the decade, Godinet estimated he had sold approximately 25,000 sets of cups. 
During the 1980s, Godinet hosted the annual National Cupstacking Championship in Ocean-
side. One of the national champions was Matt Adame, a member of Godinet's club, the 
"Professional Cupstack Drill Team". In November of 1990, Adame and his teammates were 
featured on The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson. 
 

After the sport received national attention on The Tonight Show, Bob Fox, a physical education 
teacher from Colorado, introduced stacking to his students. Fox's enthusiasm led to the crea-
tion of the annual Colorado state tournament in 1997. In 1998, Fox, together with Larry Goers, 
created a line of proprietary sport stacking products including the patented timing system 
known as the StackMat.[6] Fox started traveling across the country in 2000 to promote Speed 
Stacks full time.[7][8] In 2001 Fox founded the World Cup Stacking Association (WCSA) to for-
malize the sport's rules and sanction competitions worldwide.

[9]
 As the sport began to spread to 

neighboring states, the WCSA hosted the first Rocky Mountain Cup Stacking Championships, 
where Fox's daughter, Emily Fox, broke her own world record by completing the cycle in 7.43 
seconds.[10] The next year, the first WCSA World Championship took place at the Denver Coli-
seum and has since been held annually. The WCSA formally titled the sport "sport stacking" and 

changed their name to the World Sport Stacking Association (WSSA) in 2005. The WSSA cited the public recog-

nition that stacking is considered a sport as the reason for the name change 
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